
__ Nov. 5, 2017 You're right on with your suspicion that all these latest 
political events are designed to militate toward our diabolical rulers' lust 
for war with Iran and then to foment nuclear World War 3. Simultaneous 
with other frightening incidents of this day, the attack on Sen. Rand Paul 
was a warning [as was the Rep. Scalise shooting] to all patriotic politicians 
[that's almost an oxymoron] who might try to stop our satanist rulers' 
thrust toward world nuclear incineration. With these terror attacks, Satan's 
henchmen, the Illuminati, are signaling, "Don't try to stop us, or else you 
and your family are dead." Our diabolical rulers' false flag missile attack 
on Saudi Arabia is intended to terrorize our rulers' partners, the Saudi 
rulers, into acquiescing to what looks like a coming false flag attack 
somewhere in the world [probably affecting Saudi Arabia] that will give 
Satan's world rulers the flimsy excuse to ignite world nuclear 
conflagration. Concurrent with our ruling elite's missile attack [real or fake] 
on Saudi Arabia, the elite also invoked a shutdown drill of twitter in 
preparation for a more enduring forthcoming shutdown of twitter, perhaps 
an indefinitely enduring shutdown, so that our ruling elite can proceed, 
unopposed, to execute their global nuclear war plans . . . because now a 
growing army of truth reporters is exposing our diabolical rulers' many 
false flag attacks as fake excuses for wars abroad and tyranny at home. 
But why, you might say, would the diabolical ruling elite incinerate 
themselves?? The answer: They do not intend to incinerate themselves! 
You see, they have been plotting and working for decades to construct 
fortified underground cities at Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado, and at 
Mount Weather, West Virginia. They plan to descend underground just 
before lighting the fuse to the Middle East and/or Korean nuclear powder 
keg. Still, you might ask, why would they want to incinerate the world? It's 
their world, too! Answer: they have no choice. They are hoping to emerge 
from their underground cities and consolidate all shattered war-ravaged 
governments under their own monopolistic global dictatorship. And out of 
this dictatorship, one man is satanically ordained to rise to supreme 
power. Hitler was our satanist rulers' test subject for that future position of 
world dictator! As President [and elitist stooge] Franklin D. Roosevelt once 
said: "In politics, nothing happens by accident. It is all planned." Including 
the genocide of the Jewish and Polish people, World War II and Hitler 
were simply the script and the actor in just one act of the multi-
generational world's stage play titled: Our Satanist Rulers' Plot to 
Subjugate All of Humankind. But, again, why did I say that our global 
ruling elite have no choice but to ignite global nuclear holocaust?? It might 
seem



nonsensical for me to say that our rulers have no choice. But yes, indeed, 
they have NO choice, because there are two superhuman opponents 
[Satan vs. GOD] who are compelling/permitting our diabolical rulers to 
incinerate the world in nuclear "fire and fury." Satan compels men to kill 
each other in "fire and fury," through relentless wars, while GOD permits 
Satan to temporarily do so, because the children of GOD are irresistibly, 
yet unconsciously thought-controlled by the evil angelic "adversaries" of 
GOD -- which is our soulfully leprous legacy from mankind's parents. And 
that is the reason why GOD our Saviour taught us to pray:
"Deliver Us from the Evil One." Incidentally, you may wish to investigate 
the surreptitious occult message which Presidential stooge Trump 
publicized recently. You see, such esoteric, occult, and widely advertised 
pronouncements are intended to hint to the imperceptive public the type 
of coming atrocity/sacrifice which our diabolical rulers' will offer unto 
Satan. Therefore, the highly publicized phrase, "fire and fury" seems to 
connote a clue as to our secret rulers' horrific forthcoming plot to nuclear-
incinerate humankind. Let us finally learn why I say that The Ruling Elite 
have no choice but to ignite worldwide nuclear holocaust. The reason why 
they have no choice lies vividly summarized in the following two brief 
video documentaries:
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_1_Incoming Massive Rogue Planet is Disturbing Earth's Climate and Will 
__Soon Provoke Horrendous Earthquakes, Volcanic Eruptions, etc. which 
__ Will Topple Government Rulers, as Civilizations in Chaos Displace 
__Government Rulers, and people everywhere struggle to survive
https://vimeo.com/173510554
_2_ The World's Diabolical Secret Rulers Have Stolen $Trillions to __ 
Construct Secret Underground Cities for their Temporary __ 
Ensconcement Until They Can Surface [following their Provoked __ 
Nuclear War and the Passing Rogue Planet's Gravitational Molestation __ 
of Planet Earth's surface] to Establish their One-World Dictatorship
__ over Mankind
https://vimeo.com/141020983


